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PROUDLY MADE IN THE USA



Established in 1968, Lejon of California has been a family owned and operated company for over three generations.  

Starting with three salesmen, Lee Jeperson, John J. Shirinian and his son, Jack Shirinian, embarked on a journey to 

create a new belt company. By combining the names of “Lee” and “John”, the three partners opened “Lejon of 

California” with a simple American ideal: excellent customer service backed by quality manufacturing.

Since its inception, Lejon has specialized in the manufacturing of moderate to high-end men’s and women’s belts, 

distributing primarily throughout the western United States. In 1984, sales expanded to the midwest and east coast 

markets. Lejon has widened its horizons even further by creating the brand Vintage Bison.

A factory of long term employees who are dedicated and hardworking masters of their craft. From Jerry Powell (our 

Plant Manager of forty-three years) his wife, Leticia Powell (Beltsmith of thirty years) to our many other valued crew 

members  who have been with our company twenty or more years. Our principles have allowed us the opportunity 

to meet and employ a staff of leaders; in turn, these leaders care and provide you with a product superior in 

craftsmanship and quality.

THE LEJON STORY...
A PROUD TRADITION OF UNITED STATES MANUFACTURING
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DUSTER

35 mm, genuine oil tanned harness leather, 

hand painted round darkened edge, blunt 

tip, dropped leather keeper design, and sew 

in antiqued nickel center bar buckle.

7553 - Black
7553 - Brown
7553 - Cognac

23L46 TROUBADOUR
40 mm, genuine oil tanned harness leather with 

a distinctive color pull-up, durable heavy weight 

construction, blunt tip, hand painted darkened round 

edge, dual accent stitching, antiqued brass finish Italian 

buckle, leather keeper, and snap closure.

7568 - Slate
7568 - Sienna

24L48
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FALCON
40 mm, genuine Italian suede leather, lined with full grain leather, 

blunt tip, hand painted flat edge, tonal accent stitching, suede 

leather keeper, matte black buckle, and snap closure.

20061 - Black
20063 - Beige

20065 - Navy
20066 - Grey

27L54
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STRIKE EAGLE
35 mm, genuine shrunken grain steerhide 

leather, flat hand painted edge, squared 

tapered tip, and antiqued brass finish center 

bar roller buckle sewn in.

20101 - Black
20102 - Brown

21L42 CRUSADER
40 mm, genuine oil tanned harness leather with 

a deep color pull-up, leather keeper, English 

beveled edge, dual accent stitching, tapered tip, 

antique brass buckle, and snap closure.

50141 - Black
50143 - Cognac

22L44
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VILLA

40 mm, genuine Italian saddle leather, flat hand painted 

edge, double contrast stitching, tooled design with dark hand 

burnished accents down the center, antiqued brass buckle, 

single leather keeper, tapered blunt tip, and snap closure.

64031 - Black/Black
64032 - Brown/Black
64036 - Chili/Black

29L58

Available 2/20/2020

NEW!
EASTVALE

40 mm, genuine Italian saddle leather, flat 

hand painted edge, heavy tonal accent 

stitching, antiqued brass buckle, bullet tip, 

leather keeper, and snap closure.

64041 - Black
64042 - Brown
64043 - Walnut

28L56

Available 2/20/2020

NEW!
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EL CERRITO

40 mm, genuine oil tanned harness leather, feathered 

edge center with accent stitching, flat hand painted 

edge, bullet tip, leather keeper, antiqued nickel 

square roller buckle, and snap closure.

64051 - Black
64053 - Walnut
64054 - Merlot

29L58

Available 2/20/2020

NEW!
NORCO

40 mm, genuine oil tanned harness leather, hand 

painted flat edge, dual contrasting stitch design down 

center, blunt tip, square antiqued buckle, leather 

keeper, and snap closure. 

64261 - Black w/Nickel
64262 - Brown w/Brass
64265 - Slate w/ Nickel

27L54

Available 2/20/2020

NEW!
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VENTURA

40 mm, genuine oil tanned harness leather showcasing 

a tooled and hand burnished design down the center, 

hand painted flat edge, antiqued nickel Italian buckle with 

beveled edge, leather keeper, bullet tip, and snap closure.

64271 - Black
64272 - Brown

27L54

Available 3/20/2020

NEW!
RANCHERO

40 mm, genuine oil tanned harness leather, raw 

flat edge, bullet tip, heavy natural stitch design 

on 3/4” folded leather keeper, matte black 

roller buckle, and snap closure.

80071 - Black
80073 - Cognac

19L38
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20L40 20L40WRIGLEY
35 mm, genuine oil tanned harness leather, dark hand 

painted beveled edge, natural and tonal stitching, 

double leather keepers, tapered tip, antiqued nickel 

buckle, and snap closure.

81341 - Black
81342 - Brown
81343 - Cognac

BRUSHGUN
40 mm, genuine oil tanned harness leather, 

flat hand painted black edge, double leather 

keepers, tapered tip, rounded brushed nickel 

buckle, and snap closure.

81371 - Black
81372 - Brown
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DOUBLE HAUL
40 mm, genuine oil tanned harness leather, dark 

hand painted beveled edge, dual dark accent 

stitching, double keepers, bullet tip, matte dark 

brown roller buckle, and snap closure.

81602 - Merlot

SPRINGCREEK
40 mm, genuine oil tanned harness leather, durable 

heavy weight construction, dark hand painted 

beveled edge, double gold brown accent stitching, 

leather keeper, bullet tip, arched antiqued nickel 

roller buckle, and snap closure.

81502 - Merlot
81503 - Walnut

26L52 25L50
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CATCH & RELEASE
40 mm, genuine shrunken grain steerhide 

leather, dark hand painted flat edge, 

leather keeper, tapered tip, matte gold 

buckle, and snap closure.

CARRY THE LINE
40 mm, genuine saddle leather, dark hand painted 

flat edge, double leather keepers, bullet tip, 

antiqued nickel buckle, and snap closure.

81621 - Black 
81622 - Brown

81671 - Black

21L42 22L44
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POINTER

40 mm, genuine oil tanned harness leather with 

a distinctive color pull-up, dark hand painted flat 

edge, double “V” stitch under leather keeper, 

blunt tip, matte nickel buckle, and snap closure.

81872 - Sienna
81872 - Slate

19L38 TRACKER
40 mm, genuine oil tanned harness leather with a 

distinctive color pull-up, dark hand painted flat beveled 

edge, accent stitching, leather keeper, bullet tip, matte 

nickel roller buckle, and snap closure.

81882 - Sienna
81882 - Slate

20L40
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BRONX
40 mm, genuine oil tanned harness leather with 

a distinctive color pull-up, black hand painted 

English beveled edge, heavy accent stitching, 

tapered tip, distressed buckle and keeper with a 

patina finish, and snap closure.

82033 - Sienna
82033 - Slate

26L52 POINT BREAK
40 mm, genuine oil tanned harness leather 

with a distinctive color pull-up, hand painted 

flat edge, bullet tip, antiqued nickel center bar 

buckle, and snap closure.

83041 - Sienna
83041 - Slate

20L40
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SWIVEL KEYCHAIN
Keychain with swivel lobster claw, trigger 

snap hook, key ring at bottom, made from 

saddle leather, and tonal stitching.

SNAP KEYCHAIN

734 - Brown
735 - Cognac
736 - Natural

Double snap keychain with a 45 mm snap loop 

combination, removable snap keyring for easy 

release & return, made of saddle leather, and accent 

stitching.
731 - Brown
732 - Cognac
733 - Natural

10L20 8L16
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YUMA
Checkbook wallet made from oil tanned harness 

leather, self color stitching, four credit card slots, 

ID holder, check book insert and cash divider.

MESA
Large bi-fold wallet made of oil tanned harness 

leather, accent stitching, lined with full grain 

steerhide, six card slots, hidden pockets behind card 

slots, and two cash dividers.

108 - Sienna738 - Sienna

28L5630L60
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TUCSON
Small credit card holder, made of oil 

tanned harness leather, tonal stitching, 

lined with full grain steerhide, four card 

slots, and one ID window.

PHOENIX
Tri-fold wallet made of oil tanned harness 

leather, tonal stitching, lined with full grain 

steerhide, six card slots, two hidden pockets, 

one cash divider, and ID holder.

128 - Sienna 208 - Sienna

26L52 28L56
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AMPED
Bi-fold wallet made from oil tanned 

harness leather, raw edge with tonal 

stitching, one main bill compartment, four 

credit card slots, and two hidden pockets.

151 - Black
152 - Brown
153 - Merlot
154 - Olive

21L42
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6.5” inches

Graph is for size 32 ONLY.
For all other sizes increase middle measurements by 2 inches per size.
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WALLET BOX
Purchase 30 Wallets - No charge
Purchase 15 Wallets - $50 charge

Under 15 Wallets - $75 charge

Purchase 80 Units - No charge
Purchase 40 Units - $150 charge

Under 40 Units - $275 charge

BELT RACK
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Connect With Us Here

Ver. 2/2020 Please Send Orders to orders@lejon.com

LEJON OF CALIFORNIA, INC.
1229 Railroad St.

Corona, CA 92882
T: 951-736-1229

F: 951-356-8586

www.lejon.com


